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'Tis the CHRISTMAS PARTY season!!
Come and join us for the annual London Chapter Christmas Party.
It will be held at the Museum
December 8th at 7:00 PM.

We already have speakers lined up for next year in conjunction with Museum of Archaeology:
Thursday January 12, 2012, Zoe Morris of Anthropology at Western will speak on
her work on Western Basin faunal assemblages.
Thursday, February 9, 2012, Dr. Ronald Williamson of Archaeological Services
Inc., Toronto, will speak about the large Iroquoian Mantle site near Toronto.
Thursday, March 8,2012, Dr. John Triggs of Wilfred Laurier University will talk
on a aspect of his work at the Huron Mission of Sainte-Marie I.
Speaker's Night is held the 2nd Thursday of each month (January to April and September to
December) at the Museum of Ontario Archaeology, 1600 Attawandaron Road, near the corner of
Wonderland & Fanshawe Park Road, in the northwest part of the city. The meeting starts at 8:00 pm.
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The Kewa continues to be behind in our publication schedule. The editors will not repeat here the
reasons on why we need to get as much as possible of the burgeoning archaeological research in
this province into print (see Chris Ellis' diatribe in Kewa 10(3-4) and also available online @
http://www.ssc.uwo.ca/assoc/oas/KewaEditorial.doc) but do request/plea yet again that people
consider sending on site reports and other articles for this newsletter. In an effort to try and get
the Kewa issues up to date we include yet another preliminary report on a house structure at the
Davidson Late Archaic site, and one that is much different in form, and probably seasonal use,
from the pit house reported in the Kewa 10(6-7) issue. Ellis stresses that these are preliminary
reports, done quickly, and are subject to revision as analyses progress and may contain errors.
Indeed, Ellis has already found two errors in the previous report on a pithouse from Davidson.
One is that he erroneously read his Late Archaic date list and reported that the pit houses from
the Thistle Hill site excavated by Phil Woodley date to ca 2800 BP or after the Davidson pit
house when the best estimator of the age of that site on a pit feature (albeit outside the pithouses
at Thistle Hill) was 3400 BP or slightly older that the Davidson example. Also, Ellis has
(re)discovered another older Late Archaic house from southwestern Michigan dated at ca. 3800
BP as is mentioned in the article below. In any case, please take the lead of London Chapter
members such as Darryl Dann and Mike Spence who contributed to other recent issues and
consider submitting papers on your research to this newsletter (and Ontario Archaeology!).

A PRELIMINARY REPORT ON A 3000 YEAR OLD "WALL TRENCH"
STRUCTURE FROM THE DAVIDSON SITE (AhHk-54)
by Chris Ellis and James Keron
INTRODUCTION
In this paper we provide a preliminary description of another Late Archaic, presumably house,
structure (Feature #32) from the Davidson site near Lake Huron. The site is on the east side of
the Ausable River a few km inland from Grand Bend, Ontario and borders what was a large
wetland. This site is very large, covering at least 2.5-3 ha and was intensively occupied for over
1000 years during the Broadpoint (ca. 3800-3400 BP) and Terminal (or Smallpoint; ca. 34002800 BP) Archaic (Ellis 2010, 2011; Ellis et al. 2009, 2010; Kenyon 1978, 1979, 1980a, 1980b).
The Broadpoint component is found over the whole site area and such a large spatial extent is
typical of those components in the area (see, for example, Fisher 1997). However, the Terminal
Archaic component seems to be more spatially restricted than the earlier Broadpoint one, being
concentrated in an linear, at least 3600 m2, area lining an old water course of the Ausable River
for about 120 m (north to south) and extending inland for about 30 m (west to east). While we
only excavated a small, 79 m2 area at the south end of this dense occupation area, coring and a
gradiometer/magnetometer survey indicates the area of Terminal Archaic occupation is literally
paved with features ranging from small pits, to refuse filled depressions (middens), to houses and
other structures. Some of these features, including storage pits and middens, are Broadpoint
associated, but based on a series of 13 AMS dates and feature superposition, the vast majority
seem to be of Terminal Archaic age. We uncovered 85 features in the small area excavated

(Figure 1). The southeast corner of the wall trench house had also been impacted by a later,
shallow, basin shaped Feature (#62; see Figures 1 and 2) and we were not able to complete
excavation of that part of the house during our project.
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Figure 1: Plan Map of Feature #32 Wall Trench House in Block Unit C, Davidson Site. Note entrance to
small pit house (Feature #43) that cuts through and must post-date, Feature #32. Note also the large
area of debris at lower left (Feature #5/26/33A/65) filling edge of underlying and earlier pithouse.

As the term implies, a wall trench is a linear feature dug down to allow easy insertion of house or
other structure wall posts - a trench is dug rather than individual post holes. These features are
well known on later dating sites, notably Mississippian ones (e.g., Pauketat and Alt 2005) and
were even used on occasion in building Iroquoian longhouses (e.g., Kapches 1980), perhaps due
to Mississippian influence. The Feature #32 wall trench was easily traceable. It had a black,
organically rich fill, was about 20-25 cm across and extended down into the subsoil for up to 30
cm. The trench outlined an oval area of about 3 m north to south by 2.5 m east to west (Figure 1)
and on its north edge had cut down into the top of the underlying pithouse deposits (Figure 2). In
the centre of the west side, facing the river, there was a gap about 50 cm across that clearly
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represented an entrance (Figures 1 & 4). The trench was wider adjacent to the entryway and on
the north side of the entrance there is actually an abrupt narrowing of trench width on the inside
edge, just northeast of what we called Post #21 (Figure 1). The wider trench suggests the
structure's walls were more robust in that area to reinforce the entryway.
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Figure 2: North-South Profile Along 202.5E Line Showing North and South Wall Trenches of Feature #32
Overlying and Cutting Down Into Older Pithouse Deposits and Fill.

We were able to document a few definitive postmolds inside the wall trench but many more were
probably present in that feature. These posts seem to have been much less substantial than the
large, deep ones one sees on later Mississippian structures. We suspect most posts were confined
almost entirely to the trench itself as the five recognizable examples were only visible where
they had intruded shallowly (3 to 7 cm; average of 5.8 cm) below the trench itself. Figure 5
shows two examples (Posts #41 and 42) visible in a profile of the trench along the north side of
the structure. The five definitive posts ranged from 10 to 17 cm in diameter (averaging 13.6 cm).
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Figure 3: View of Block C Looking West. Note outline of west half of Feature #32 wall trench house in
background, central support post holes #23 and 24 for house in centre and remnants of unremoved
debris pile in foreground overlying the east half of the house.
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Figure 4: Closeup of West Edge of House Feature #32 Showing Gap or Entrance in Encircling Wall Trench.

Inside the structure, the most notable features were two larger, centrally placed, post holes into
which had been placed posts of 12 cm diameter and 35 cm deep (Post #23) and 13 cm diameter
and 38 cm deep (Post #24) (Figures 1 & 3). Their dead-on central placement indicates they
undoubtedly served as central interior roof supports. Another post of 15 cm diameter and 10 cm
deep (Post #14) was just to the southwest of these central posts and a shallow basin shaped pit
feature (#61) was in the rear of the structure (Figure 1). It is not know if they are associated with
this structure or even pre- or post-date it. There was also a small pit near the centre of the
structure (#63) that seems to have been removed by the digging of the hole for the central
support Post #23 and so may pre-date the structure. A small pit (Feature #52) and a small post
that underlay that pit (Post #21) were definitely under the wall trench in the northwest part of the
structure (Figure #1) so they clearly pre-date it too.
There is no definitive debris that can be associated with the "floor" of this structure as the debris
pile and presumably other material from later activities are strewn across the area. This later
deposited material included the debris pile materials and two Onondaga chert Meadowood points
found just outside the house to the southeast within the black humic layer. The Meadowood
points were above, and one could have been in the very top of, Feature #62, a shallow pit feature
that cut into, and thus postdated, the wall trench (Figures 1 & 2). The wall trench deposits
themselves were carefully trowelled to recover materials and numerous samples of the trench
soil were taken for flotation. Although those samples have been floated, neither they nor the
hand excavated materials have yet been tabulated or analyzed. In an effort to date the house
some potential samples suitable for AMS dating that were hand collected from the trench were
identified by Stephen Moncton. They included definitive charred black walnut shell and
butternut shell, as well as deciduous wood charcoal that was not identifiable to a more specific
taxon. The black walnut shell from the bottom of the trench (27.5-30 cm below the paleosol) in
the northwest area of the trench in unit 203N/201E (units are named by the grid intersection co-
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ordinates at their southwest corners) was selected for the AMS date and returned a reading of
+/- 40 BP (Beta-294187), which calibrates at 2 sigmas to 1410 to 1210 BC. This date is
consistent with the two underlying dates on the Feature #5/26/33A/65 pithouse of 3120 +/- 40
BP (Beta-277028; calibrated to 1460 to 1310 BC) and 3010 +/- 40 BP (Beta-277026; calibrated
to 1390 to 1120 BC). In fact, the second date is statistically identical to the Feature #32 wall
trench date and suggests the flood events that filled the top of the underlying pithouse structure
took place over a short period of time (Ellis et al. 2010:6). A 3000 BP date is also consistent with
the overlying Meadowood points that date to ca. 2800-2300 BP.

F.gure 5: View of Linear Wall Trench Profile (Feature #32) at North Edge of House. Arrows show
locations of two post bottoms (Posts #41 and 42) protruding down below trench. Note lighter grey
appearing debris (labelled "65") under Feature #32 at left (and in profile at right under sterile sand) that
represents fill in edge and slope of underlying pithouse Feature #5/26/33A/65. Also visible at lower right
as a dark black circular stain is a diagonal roof support post mold (Post #38) for the underlying pithouse.

DISCUSSION
The date on the nutshell from the wall trench suggests Feature #32 dates to ca. 3000 BP and that
estimate is consistent with the underlying dates. It is also consistent with our best estimate of the
age of the later pithouse Feature #43 of ca. 2800 BP and the overlying Meadowood points
Hence, the feature seems to be of Terminal Archaic age. As indicated in our previous paper on
the underlying pithouse (Ellis et al. 2010), Archaic houses of any kind are rare and these
Davidson examples, along with the two structures reported from the Thistle Hill site by Woodley
(1990), represent the oldest houses reported for Ontario and the only definitive Archaic ones.

The wall trench structure reported here is very different from the semi-subterranean pithouse
structures reported from Davidson. There is nothing to suggest it is a special purpose structure of
some kind. We assume it is a domestic structure which, given its size, housed a family or small
extended family group. The contrasts with the pithouses at Davidson may be due to different
season of use. As discussed elsewhere (Ellis et al. 2010), historically pithouses were almost
exclusively cold weather structures because of their insulating properties (e.g. Oilman 1987:541542) and were often sod covered to enhance their heat retention abilities. Although a substantial
structure, there is no evidence the wall trench house was sod covered and its placement on the
surface and lack of any evidence for any interior hearth suggests it may have been a structure
used in warmer weather or summer through fall. As noted, the wall trench contents have not been
analyzed but the black walnut and butternut shell does suggest at least fall use.
It is notable that the wall trench house reported here is not unique. An Archaic structure has also
been reported at the Rock Hearth site in southwest Michigan (Garland et al. 1990:176-179) that
seems remarkably similar. Its interior and part of its 25 cm wide by 25+ cm deep encircling wall
trench were destroyed by subsequent activities including recent flooding by the nearby St. Joseph
River. While the authors interpreted the preserved wall as indicating a more squarish outline, it is
easy to extrapolate (as we have done; see Figure 6) from the preserved walls that that house, like
the Davidson example, also was roughly oval and narrower from front to rear. The Michigan
house was also fairly small, albeit slightly larger at 4 by 3 m, than the 3 by 2.5 m Davidson
structure. Like Davidson, the Rock Hearth house had a gap or entrance on one side of about 50
cm wide and in addition, had a thicker wall structure adjacent to the doorway as indicated by
adjacent abrupt changes in trench width, especially on the left side (as viewed from outside) of
the house. It also had difficult to detect posts visible only in select areas of the trench (N=6 in the
six metre long preserved section of trench). As at Davidson, only the bottom of posts protruded
below the trench, in most cases for only ca. 2-5 cm. They do seem, however, to have been
slightly smaller in diameter (5-7 cm as opposed to 10-12 cm at Davidson). One deeper post
example below the trench at Rock Hearth extended far enough to show it was tilted towards the
centre of the structure and we assume that was also the case with the posts at Davidson.
The Rock Hearth house was associated with, among others things, some fish, birds, beaver,
muskrat, deer and abundant turtle. Nutshell also was very common leading overall to the
suggestion it was used in the summer to fall (Garland et al. 1990:199, 213) and perhaps
supporting the idea the near identical Davidson house was also used at those seasons. If that is
the case, then the data from Davidson, including the sandwiching of this house between two
different styles of pithouses, can be used to suggest that use of the same location shifted over
time from fall-winter to summer-fall to fall-winter, hi turn, this suggests the inhabitants had a
variety of choices about how and where to spend the annual round and that we may not be able
to understand their settlement systems simply in terms of seasonal availability of resources (see
also Robertson et al. 1990:111). These kinds of ideas deserve our continued attention as it is
clear ethnographically that many hunter-gatherer groups had very flexible rather than rigid
settlement systems (e.g. Jochim 1991).
The shifting pattern of Davidson use over a millennia of the Archaic also has been related by
Keron (2011) to the concept of a persistent place (Schlanger 1992), a concept from landscape
archaeology where a group of people identify with and use a location over time but the nature of

the use can change for many possible reasons both environmental and cultural. One of the
attractions for a returning group could have been a positive anthropogenic change to the
landscape, a process well-known historically (e.g., Rival 2002:88-93). This idea of
anthropogenic modification to the landscape or "human niche construction" (Smith 2011)
provides another dimension to the creation of a persistent place. In another area of Ontario
Connolly (2011), for example, has suggested that increased production of mast at a location due
to continuing human activities would have provided a more consistent food source from year to
year.
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Figure 6: Map of 3700-3800 BP Wall Trench House (Feature #48) from Rock Hearth Site, Michigan.
Redrawn, including adding extrapolated wall trench outline, after Garland et al. (1990: Figure 42).

With reference to seasonally however, it is possible that our sample is biased by the small area
excavated. It could be, for example, that the site was used for all or most of the year in the
Terminal Archaic and that at the same location the inhabitants had two different types of houses
(surface and pit houses) for warm and cold weather use — alternative seasonal housing on the
same site does occur on later sites in some areas (e.g., Faulkner 1977; Rodning 2009:651). One
needs to at least consider that the site may have been used year round at the time and that these
peoples were even more sedentary than anyone has suggested to date. Hopefully, detailed
analyses of the floral and faunal material at Davidson will assist in making such judgments.

The Rock Hearth house has two identical radiocarbon dates of 3700-3800 BP and so is about 800
years older that the Davidson example. What this suggests is that houses of this nature may have
been relatively widespread and used for a fairly considerable period of time during the Archaic.
While there is a tendency to see Mississippian societies as the inventors of this construction
technique, it may have a long history or at the very least, was invented more than once.
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